Flashcards Vocabulary

Cardinal Numbers

- eight
- eighteen
- eighty
- eleven
- fifteen
- fifty
- five
- forty
- four
- fourteen
- nine
- nineteen
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Cardinal Numbers

90  ninety
100 one hundred
1. one
7 seven

17 seventeen
70 seventy
6 six
16 sixteen

60 sixty
10 ten
13 thirteen
30 thirty
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Cardinal Numbers

three
ten
twenty
two
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Classroom Objects

backpack  board  book  books
chair  crayon  desk  eraser
glue  marker  notebook  paper
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Classroom Objects

- pen
- pencil case
- pencil
- ruler
- school
- student
- table
- teacher
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Colors

black blue brown gray

green orange pink purple

red white yellow
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Daily Routines

- clean the room
- cook
- do homework
- eat breakfast/lunch/dinner
- feed the bird/cat
- get dressed
- get up
- go to bed
- go to school
- make the bed
- play with friends
- read a book
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Daily Routines

ride a bike

take a shower

wash your face

wash your hands

watch cartoons
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Family Members

aunt  baby  boy  brother
cousins  family  father
color
friends  girl  grandfather  grandmother
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Family Members

- mother
- parents
- sister
- uncle
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Farm Animals

chick
chicken
cow
duck
goat
hen
horse
rabbit
rooster
sheep
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Feelings

afraid
angry
boring
confused
excited
funny
happy
in love
sad
scared
surprised
worried
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House Furniture

- bathroom
- bed
- bedroom
- cabinets
- candle
- chair
- computer
- curtains
- digital clock
- dining room
- door
- floor
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House Furniture

- house
- kitchen
- lamp
- living room
- mirror
- picture
- plant
- radio
- refrigerator
- rug
- shelf
- shelves
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House Furniture

sink
sofa
stove
table
telephone
television
toilet
window
yard
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Play Ground

bench
jungle gym
playground
rope
sand
sandbox
seesaw
slide
swing
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Shapes

circle
oval
rectangle
square
triangle
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Zoo Animals

frog  giraffe  hippopotamus  kangaroo
koala  lion  monkeys  ostrich
panda  peacock  polar bear  python
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Zoo Animals

reindeer
snake
tiger
turtle
zebra